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Two of the important strategies that could make math learning interesting, meaningful and creative 
are 

i) Questioning and

ii) Mathematical visualization.

An enterprising teacher will use open-ended questions. They encourage divergent and reflective 
thinking, since the learners willingly contribute to peer-learning.  The process of questioning can 
lead further to the development of Investigations, Mental sums etc.  One may often use these as  
starters too. These are critical for the success in a math classroom.  The art of visualization can be 
combined with this type of questioning.

Is Visualization just an act of looking at pictures (static or dynamic) on external medium?  No; it  
establishes a strong connection between an internal construct and something to which access is  
gained through the senses.

Often you use ‘nets’ to introduce the concept of Surface area of a 3-D solid, because 
visualization helps. (*) Elevations’ of a solid is another visual concept that helps the learner to  
have an enhanced understanding of the structure of 3-D shapes. (*)

Visualization and visual reasoning play vital roles in mathematical thinking. 

(See for example, ‘Spatial ability, visual imagery and mathematical performance’ in Educational  
Studies in Mathematics, 12(30,267-299) by Lean G and Clements M.A. (1981).

Nihat BOZ, in ‘The Turkish Online Journal of Educatioal Technology (Jan.2005), in his article  
Dynamic Visualization and Software Environments quotes an interesting piece of “extraordinary 
thinking style”. It is about a girl, Amy by name, who, through her dynamic visualization ability, 
solves the question “Show that the sum of the measures of the interior angles in a triangle is  
180o”, with an unusual way of reasoning.  (*) Such students are able to anticipate the results of 
the transformations of the figures they make in their minds helping to deduce resutls.  Softwares 
like Cabri Geometer, Geometer’s Sketchpad, Geogebra, etc can contribute to the abilities of such 
students to visualize mathematics.

Proofs of math facts may, on many occasions, be visualized through brief images.  Prof A.R. 
Rao’s amazing proof for a problem proposed by Dr Pranesachar is illustrative of this technique. 
(*) (Bona Mathematica, Vol.8, No.3-4, 1997, Pub: Bhaskaracharya Pratishthana)

 Roger Nelson’s Proof without words is another attractive and constructive method, using visual 
communication.   In the beginning, when there was no language to express general 
mathematical ideas, proofs without words were the proofs. Accdording to Martin Gardner 
"There is no more effective aid in understanding certain algebraic identities than a good 
diagram.”  [On the Web, Cut The Knot! is an interactive column by Alex Bogomolny using 
Java applets, where you have some samples].



Visualization helps even at a higher level learning.

For example knots have been studied from a mathematical perspective almost from the time of 
Gauss (in 1833), who applied them to a problem of electrodynamics.  To recognize what makes a  
knot knotted, visuals can help a lot.  (*)

 [See, for instance, “Visualising Mathematical Knots” by Rob Scharein (2000) or “The book of  
knots” by Colin Adams (1994)]

Use of graphic calculators and computers enable students to have access to the basic concepts of  
functions and calculus.  [See: Visualizing Differentials in Integration to Picture the Fundamental  
Theorem of Calculus-and also A Sensible approach to the Calculus (2011) both by David Tall]. (*)

In 1960, Abraham Robinson solved the 300 year old problem of giving a rigorous development of  
calculus based on infinitesimals.  David Tall of UK is a well known exponent of this non-standard  
analysis.  He has talked about it in many ICMEs. He uses visual ideas to reveal how children's 
intuitive ideas of infinity are often closer to measuring infinity with infinitesimals as inverses.  (*)  
Such visual tasks abound in texts and on the web.  

If a teacher can adopt appropriate strategies for questioning and concept visualization, then a fresh 
lot of budding mathematicians can be identified.

(*)Supportive Power point illustrations will be available during the exposition.
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